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G. A. Spagnuolo, Proceedings SOFT 2018 
RM: >100 Reqs 
H/CD: >30 Reqs 











Industrialization & Costs 
Some interface 
requirements are design 
drivers for BB! 
=> Many lessons learned! 
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Reducing size of DEMO (e.g. using HTS or less ambitious Pfus) would mitigate many key problems 
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3. Enhanced HCPB with „fuel-breeder“ pins 
 Rationale for switching to beryllides 
• T retention ≈0% @600°C (≈40% for Be)  SAFE 
350 450 550 650 
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max Be/Be12Ti thickness 
>1000°C for Be12Ti 
not a design limit! 
>650°C for Be 
design limit! 
Be  
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Moderator Be prismatic block for MIR 
nuclear reactor (RF)  
Be12Ti ingots 
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 Heterogeneous VV + WC
 MLCB Heterogeneous VV + WC
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m [kg/s] Tpeak [oC] ∆p [bar] 
0.03 553 0.37 
0.04 509 0.64 
0.05 482 0.98 



















 0.03 593 0.38 
0.04 542 0.64 
0.05 511 0.98 



















 0.03 634 0.38 
0.04 576 0.64 
0.05 541 0.98 



















 0.03 675 0.38 
0.04 610 0.65 
0.05 571 0.98 
0.06 545 1.39 












F. Maviglia, ISFNT-13, 2017 
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Steel hot spot: ≈ 580°C 
Local optimization of pins‘ 
belmouth needed 
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4. Performances: BZ thermo-hydraulics 
 Detailed transient analysis of a unit slice:  Symmetry, ≈steady jet impingement 
Symmetry break, 
unsteady jet impingement 
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Former PHTS BL2015 
Former HCPB design 
PBB,th ≈ 2100 MW 
Tin/Tout He [°C] 500/292.5 
∆p [bar] 
IB OB 
In-VV 2.14 1.74 
Piping 0.62 0.57 
IHX  
S&T U-tube 
∆Tlog = 28°C 
0.88 0.85 
Total 3.64 3.16 
Ptot,el [MW] 
130.4  (ηel=0.90) 
Proposed PHTS BL2017 
HCPB pin design 
PBB,th ≈ 2100 MW 
Tin/Tout He [°C] 520/292.3 
∆p [bar] 
IB OB 
In-VV 1.56 1.07 
Piping 0.45 0.94 
IHX 
CWHE 






































Source: A. Tarallo (Uni. Naples)  Target: 60 – 70 MW 
• Key component to optimize now: manifold 
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AGR fuel element 
BR2 (BE, 1962-today) ATR (US, 1967-today) MIR (RF, 1967-today) ARE (US, 1940s) 
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Back-up slides 
Back‐up slides 
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*Estimation considering number AND unit length of welds 
**Conservative estimation considering ONLY no. of welds 
HIP welds not included / Reliability differences linear vs. orbital welds not included 
 RAMI: 
• „Main Challenge of Fusion “ (D. Maisonnier, 























50 H. Neuberger, SOFT 2018 C. Köhly, SOFT 2018 
SLS „3D Print“ 
Eurofer97 
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Purge gas loop in BZ 
Be12Ti 
(pebbles or prismatic blocks) 
ACB 
Purge gas inlet 
Purge gas outlet 
Filter disc 
Filter lid 
Purge gas: He + 0.1vol% H2 




(pebbles or prismatic blocks) 
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3. HCPB design: rationale and performances 
Cross section ≈50mm behind FW  
Be12Ti pebble bed 
• Conclusions: 
 No melting of beryllide even under hypothetical case of block reduced to a pebble bed 
Tmelt,Be12Ti = 1570°C 
Cross section ≈50mm behind FW  
Be12Ti prismatic block, 1mm gas gap 
Hypothetical EoL, conductivity as a 
pebble bed 
Cross section ≈50mm behind FW  
Be12Ti prismatic block, 1mm gas gap 
Conductivity as in Be-Ti HIDOBE2 
650°C@37.1 dpa 
 Sensitivity analysis on thermal conductivity degradation 
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Outcomes from CMSB simulation 
 Sensitivity analysis on concentricity mismatch tolerance error of prismatic 
Be12Ti blocks with He gas gap 
1mm He gas gap 1mm He gas gap, 0.2mm 
concentricity error 
1mm He gas gap, 0.5mm 
concentricity error 
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Toroidal blanket dimension variation: how 
are the pins at the boundaries? 
 The case of the VVER reactor (Russian version of PWR): 
• VVER has also core with hexagonal assemblies 
• Core has a hexagonal matrix, but reactor core is circular, i.e. „toroidal dimension“ also variable 
• => core baffle acts as transition between matrix and core boundary 
 => side walls of the FW (analog to core baffle in VVER –also for PWR‐) can adjust the geometry toroidaly 
 
VVER‐1000 
Source: gidropress.podolsk.ru 
